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INTRODUCTION 
The classical notion of L-function in number theory has several 
interesting analogues in geometry. The most celebrated one is the zeta 
function introduced by A. Selberg [21], which is a function in one complex 
variable associated with a representation of a discrete subgroup of 
PSL2(lR). To be more exact, for a finite dimensional unitary representation 
p of a co-compact torsion free discrete subgroup r, the Selberg zeta 
function is defined as the product 
Z(s,p)= fi ndet(l-p((p))exp(-(s+k)I(p))), 
where p runs over all prime closed geodesics in the Riemann surface 
SO(2)\,PSL,(lR)/T, I(p) .denotes the length of p, and (p) denotes an 
element in r whose conjugacy class corresponds to the free homotopy class 
of the closed curve p. Selberg proved, among other things, that Z(s, p) con- 
verges absolutely in Re s > 1, and has an analytic continuation to the whole 
plane. The most striking fact is that the function Z(s, p) nearly satisfies the 
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“Riemann hypothesis,” and the zeros of Z(s, p) are completely described in 
terms of the eigenvalues of the Laplacian acting on the sections of the flat 
vector blmdle associated with the representation p. 
Insteall of Z(s, p), we consider the ratio 
r(.~.~))=Z(~+l,p)/Z(s,p)=ndet((-p((p))N(p)~”)~’, (1) 
where NI p) = exp I(p). The function L(s, p) is a more direct analogue of the 
Artin L-unction of Galois extensions of number fields, and is more con- 
venient lvhen we apply a similar argument as in number theory to the 
study of closed geodesics. In fact, we may prove, in much the same way as 
in analytic number theory, analogues of the prime ideal theorem and the 
Chebotal,ev density theorem (see [8,20,25] ). 
Takitq account of the fact that prime closed geodesics are the images of 
closed orbits of the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bundle of the 
Riemann surface, we are naturally led to a notion of L-function in general 
dynamicrtl systems. Let (X, 4,) be a flow on a compact manifold X. We 
define L( P, p) by the right hand side of (I), where, in this turn, p runs over 
all closet1 orbits, I(p) denotes the least period of p and p is a unitary 
representation of the fundamental group of X. It should be noted that the 
dynamic:.1 zeta function introduced by D. Ruelle [ 193 is just L(s, 21), where 
II is the trivial representation (see also S. Smale [23]). 
A prirrary purpose of this paper is to show the following partial 
generaliz,ttion of Selberg’s results mentioned above. 
THEOR ZM A. Let (X, 4,) he a smooth Anosozj flou, on a compact smooth 
manifold X, and let h > 0 be the topological entropy of (X, 4,). lf there exists 
a smooth invariant measure on X or 4, has X as its nonwandering set, then 
( 1 ) L(s, p) comerges absolutely and is holomorphic btvhen Re s > h. 
(2) L( s, p) has a nowhere canishing meromorphic estension to an open 
neighbor/ ood qf Re s 2 11. 
(3 ) L(s, II ) has u simple pole at s = h. 
(4) For a character 1, L(s, x) has a pole at s = h + v/z t if and only 
if ~(p)=exp&? tl(p) for all p. In this case, L(s, I)= L(s-&-it, I), 
and eoq pole on Re s = h is simple. 
We shl)uld point out that if p = II (the case of zeta function), or more 
generally if the image of p is of finite order, then Theorem A reduces to the 
theorems established by Parry and Pollicott [ 13, 141. For general p, we 
must accomplish elaborate analysis of “twisted” Ruelle operators defined 
on certailr topological graphs, which, in a sense, play a role similar to the 
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Laplacians acting on sections of flat vector bundles. In some special cases, 
one can prove analyticity of L(s, p) on Re s = h. 
THEOREM B. Let cp: n,(X) + G be u homomorphism such that the image 
of those elements whose conjugacy classes contain closed orbits generates G. 
Then for an?’ irreducible representation p: G -+ U(N) with N > 2. L(s, p 2 cp) 
is holomorphic in some neighborhood of Re s > 11. 
A case which satisfies the condition in Theorem B is the geodesic flow on 
the unit tangent bundle UM of a compact Riemannian manifold M, where 
G = n,(M) and cp: 7c, (UM) + G is the homomorphism induced by the pro- 
jection: UM + M. In fact, this comes from the well known fact that each 
conjugacy class in X,(M) contains at least one closed geodesic. Further- 
more one can show that if p: n,(X) + U(N), N2 2, is irreducible and the 
image is of finite order, then L(s, p) is holomorphic (see the remark in Sec- 
tion 6). In case of characters, Theorem A(4) assures that if a non-trivial 
character x has the image of finite order and if (X, 4,) is topologically 
mixing, then L(s, x) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of Re s 2 h. These 
observations lead to the following theorem of Chebotarev type by using a 
routine method in analytic number theory (cf. Parry and Pollicott [14]). 
PROPOSITION C. Let (X, 4,) be a topologically mising ,4nosov Jon’, and 
let I- be a normal subgroup in rt , (X) of finite indes. Then for an?’ conjugac), 
class [g] in the quotient group IT ,( M)jr, we hate 
where x: x,(X) + x,(X),/T denotes the prqjection. 
We now introduce an analogue of L-function in graph theory, which can 
be regarded as an analogue of Selberg zeta function for one-dimensional 
spaces and turns out to be useful in proving Theorem A. Let (1’. E) be an 
oriented graph with V, the set of vertices, and E, the set of edges, so that 
Ec Vx V. It is assumed that a positive function I(e) is assigned to each 
edge e. which we call the length of e. For each edge e = (u, c), we set 
r-(e) = U, C(e) = c!. An element of the form c = (e, ,..., e,,) such that e,E E and 
C(e,) = e(e,+ ,), i= l,..., n- I is called a path in (V, E). We then put I(c) = 
I(@, If . . . + I( e,!). A path c = (e, ,..., e,,) is called closed if i( e,,) = o( e, ), and 
called prime if, in addition, there is no divisor k of n such that 1 < k < n and 
ei+h = ei for i E Z/nZ. Two closed paths c = (e, ,..., e,,) and c’ = (e’, ..., ei) are 
equivalent if there is an integer k such that ei = e, + k for i E Z/nZ. A prime 
cycle is, by definition, an equivalence class of a prime closed path, which is 
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denoted by p. The length of p is defined in an obvious way, and denoted 
4 P ). 
A gra[ h which we shall mainly treat is a projectior limit of finite graphs: 
( r’, El = &I( C’,,, E,,) (n = 1, 2 ,... ). The fundamental group of (V, E) is 
delined as the projective limit z,( I’, E) = lim z,( I’,,, E,), where z,( V,, E,,) - 
is the fultdamental group of the one-dimensional CW-complex associated 
with (V,,, E,,). Note that each prime cycle p defines, in a natural way, a 
conjugac { class in 7c,( I,‘, E). from which we select a representative (p). 
Associated with a continuous unitary representation p: 7c,( V. E) + U(N), 
the L-function Us, p) is defined in the same manner as (l), where the 
product IS taken over prime cycles in ( L’. E). 
An aqject on which we lay stress is that the projective limits V and E 
have natllral topology. In fact. we may supply metrices on V and E defined 
by 
d(u, c)=H sup;tr:&,trrI = c,i,lt 1: 
d(e, e’) = max{d(o(e), o(e’)), d(t(e), ((e’))}, 
where 0 <: 8 < 1, and t3,,: ( V, E) + ( V,,, E,,) denotes the projection. We then 
have the following. 
THEORI~M D. Suppose that (i ) each finite graph ( I’,,, E,) is irreducible; 
(ii) the I zorphisms IX,, : ( V,,, E,,) + ( I’,, , , E,, ~ , ) are surjective, and 0,: 
c-‘(1’)+0 ‘(oI,,(P)) is hijectioe for any (1~ V,; and (iii) if w,(e) =w,,(e’), 
then /(e) = /(e’). We ulso suppose thut the length function I is Lipschitz con- 
tinuous it ith respect to the metric d. If ( P’, E) is not a circuit graph, then 
there eskts u positive constunt h such that L(s, p) satisfies the same proper- 
ties ( I )-(#! ) as in Theorem A. Furthermore, lf p is irreducible and dim p >, 2, 
then L(s, o) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of Re s > 11. 
A typical example of projective limit of finite graph satisfying the con- 
ditions in Theorem D is a one-sided shift of finite type; that is, the space 
L’( I’, E) of infinite step paths c = (e,, er ,...) in an irreducible finite graph 
(V, E). Edges in Z’( P’, E) are those pairs (c, c’)EZ+(V, E)xZ+( V, E) 
with a(c’ I= c, where CJ: Z+( V, E) -+ Z’( V. E) denotes the shift operator: 
de,, e2,.. ) = (e2. e3 ,... ). In fact, if we define finite graphs ( V,,, E,l) by 
C’,, = Cc= (e ,,..., err); paths in (V, E)} 
E,,={(c,c’)~V,,xV,,;e;=e ,,..., e:,=e,,+,i 
then we I:asily find that Z+ ( V, E) = b( V,,, E,) (see Example 3 in Sec- 
tion 2). I+ e shall call (V,,, E,,) the graph of n-step paths. 
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We now give a brief explanation about how Theorem D is related to 
Theorem A. Given an Anosov flow (X, d,), we construct a Markov family 
of sufficiently small size, and associate a subshift C+ ( V, E) of finite type 
and a positive function f on C’( V, E) which is cohomologous to the sus- 
pending function of Bowen’s symbolic dynamical system. If we set I(e) = 
f(t(e)), then the function I is Lipschitz continuous in the above sense for 
some 8 E (0, 1). Since the graph (V, E) can be embedded in X as a CW- 
complex, one has a homomorphism rr ,( V, E) -+ 7c ,( X). which, by com- 
position 
induces a representation p of rr,(Z+( V, E)). Here rr,( b-,, E,) --+ (V, E) is a 
homomorphism induced by the orientation-reversing morphism 
(c’,, E,) + (V, E) given by e + o(e). Let Us, D) be the L-function 
associated with the profinite graph Z’( V, E), the length function 1 and the 
representation p. Applying a similar idea due to R. Bowen [Z], we find 
where g(s) is a product of L-functions and reciprocals of L-functions of the 
auxiliary subshifts. The constant h in Theorem C for the L-function f.(s. p) 
coincides with the topological entropy of (X, 4,). Since g(s) turns out to be 
a non-vanishing holomorphic function in a neighborhood of Re s >, h, we 
obtain Theorem A. 
The detailed contents of the paper are as follows. In Section 1, we give 
an idea of the proof of Theorem D by treating the case of finite graphs. In 
Section 2, we introduce the notion of topological graphs, which gives us a 
natural setting for generalization of the Perron-Frobenius-Ruelle theorem 
as well as the twisted version. Protinite graphs satisfying the conditions in 
Theorem D constitute a special class of topological graphs. Section 3 starts 
with the definition of covering maps of topological graphs. Since 
topological graphs are, in general, highly disconnected (for instance, the 
graph corresponding to a one-sided shift is totally disconnected), one can- 
not introduce the notion of universal coverings. But we still have a “nice” 
formulation of covering maps which fits in with graph structure and 
topological structure (this is one of reason why we lay stress on graph 
structure of one-sided subshifts). We then pass to generalized Ruelle 
operators acting on sections of a “flat” vector bundles associated with a 
unitary representation of a covering transformation group. A theorem of 
Perron-Frobenius type which concerns the case of the trivial represen- 
tation is established in Section 3. In Section 4, we investigate the spectrum 
of Ruelle operators in case of non-trivial representations. Section 5 is 
devoted to the proof of Theorem D, in which we confine ourselves to pro- 
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finite graphs. The fundamental idea is due to Ruelle, Parry and Pollicott, 
who mainly treat analytic continuations of zeta functions corresponding to 
the trivial representation. In Section 6, we apply the results in Section 5 to 
the L-fur ction associated to Anosov flows and prove Theorem A. 
Recently much attention has been given to extending the meromorphic 
domains of zeta functions including the dynamical zeta functions. See 
Pollicott [ 171 and Fried [4]. 
We should point out that Y. Ihara [lo] introduced a zeta function 
associate1 to a p-adic curve, which can be interpreted in terms of a finite 
graph. 
1. L-FUNCTIONS OF FINITE GRAPHS 
In this section, we illustrate Theorem B by giving a proof for the case of 
finite graphs. Some of the results and ideas will be employed later on in 
general sl:ttings. 
Let (C; E) be an irreducible finite graph with a length function I. 
Irreducib lity means that every two vertices of V can be joined by a path in 
( C’, E). We always assume that (V, E) is not a circuit graph. Here a circuit 
graph is ;t graph isomorphic to (Z/HZ. ( (i, i + 1); i E Z/d ) ). Given a path 
c= (c ,,..., err), we write IcJ for n. For a prime cycle p, we define IpI likewise. 
The origi? (resp. rertninus) of c is ~(e, ) (resp. C(e,,)), which we denote by 
c(c) (req. f(c)). We also write c(j)=n(e,+,) (i=O, l,..., n- 1), and c(n)= 
i( e,,). Tht, composition c. c’ is defined in an obvious way for paths c and c’ 
with C(ca) = I. 
Let I( C; E)I denote the CW-complex associated with the graph ( V, E), 
which is arcwise connected in view of irreducibility of ( V, E). A graph 
associatetl with the universal covering of I( V, E)I is denoted by ( r, E), 
where the orientation of edges is determined in such a way that the map (0: 
p-t V induced from the covering map is a morphism of graphs. It is 
known that ( c’: E) is a free, so that there is at most one path joining two 
vertices itI ( r, E). (See J. P. Serre [22] for basic properties of trees.) The 
fundamental group n,( V. E) of the CW-complex I( K E)( acts on (F, E) in 
a natural manner as orientation-preserving automorphisms of the graph. 
Lifting th: function 1. we have a length function on (v, E), which we also 
denote I. 
We def ne the operator L,: Map( v, C”) + Map( v, C”) by setting 
(L,cpN-~)= c exp( -d(e)) cp(C(e)). 
t’E E ,-It’, = v 
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Given a representation p: 7c,( V, E) + U(N), we define the finite dimen- 
sional subspace S, by 
S,= {q~Map(v, cN);cp(y~u)=p(y)cp(x) for YET(,( V, E) and .KE v)., 
which, as is easily seen, is left invariant under L,, and dim S, = # Vx N. 
For simplicity, we write L,., for L,I S,. The matrix L,,, is obviously 
holomorphic with respect to s E @. When p = I, the trivial representation, 
the operator L,, is identified with an endomorphism of Map( V, @). From 
the Perron-Frobenius theorem, if s E [w, there exists a maximum positive 
simple eigenvalue A(s) for the operator L,., with an associated positive 
eigenfunction U, E Map( V, W). The following characterization of i(s) is 
useful: 
I(s) = max (i; for some non-negative cp # 0, L,,, cp > Iq3 ). 
Since 1(s) is a strictly decreasing function of s and lim,, - r L(s) = 0, 
lim ., - ~ x d(s) = x#, we may find a unique positive h such that d(h) = I 
(positivity of h is a consequence of the hypothesis that ( I’, E) is non-cir- 
cuit). We first show 
LEMMA l-1. ( 1) -3’ Re s > h, then 1 is not an eigencalue oj’L,,, 
(2) If‘N = dim p 3 2 and p is irreducible, then 1 is not an eigenoalue of 
L,,,, .for an?’ s with Re s = 11. 
(3) Let s=h++ ‘7 t, and let x be a character. Then 1 is an eigen- 
calue qf L,,, ij’ and on!,, if x( ( p ) ) = exp \, 6 tl( p ) .for all prime cycle p in 
( K -0. 
Proof: Suppose that L,,,cp = Jcp for some non-zero cp E S,. Taking the 
norm of the both sides, we have the inequality 
L ReJ.IIIdI b I4 IId 
where we should note that llqll ES, since Ilcp(~~)ll = lip(y) cp(x)ll = IIq(s)il. 
Hence 111 6 ,I( Re s), proving the first assertion. Ifs = h + d’q t and 1= 1, 
then L,,,, I(cpJI = 11 cpII and lJcpII = Cu,, for some positive constant C. Applying 
the convexity argument (cf. [ 12]), we get 
(exp -J- 1 t4e)) cp(t(e))h,(~(e)) = cp(4e))/ul,(4e)). 
This implies that there exists a function a(x, J) E @ such that la(.u, ?,)I = 1 
and 
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It is eas ly checked that (a(~, y)) satisfies 
u(x, s) = 1 
(l-1) 
u(c(c), j(c)) =exp Jr- I r/(c). 
In particular, we have 
p(1’) p(x) = cp(-j’.K) = u(x, )‘.I-) u,l(y.K) UJ.K) ‘cp(.K) 
= a(x, TX) p(x). 
from wt ich it follows that the one-dimensional subspace C+(x) in @” is 
invarian: under the p-action. This implies (2), and also that if p = x, then 
X((p)):=expk/Ztl(p) for allp. 
To sh IW the “if” part of (3) we fix a base point .yO in I”, and define a 
function cp on B by setting 
where UI.Y, ~1) is a function uniquely determined by the relation (l-l). We 
then hale 
(L cpHx)= 1 exp( -(II + &i t) I(e)) a(~,, X) exp JX t4e) 
,,e,= 1 
x u,r(4e))lu,l(-b) 
= 1 a(.~,, s) exp( -M(e)) ~~(t(r))/u,,(.u,) 
/I<.)=\. 
= u(xo, x) U,,(.K)/U/&)) = q(x), 
where c/e have used the equality a(.~,, r(e)) = a(.~,, x) a(~, t(e)) = 
exp \/ ‘ri r/(e) a(.~,,, x). It now remains to prove that cp(yx) = ~(7) q(x) for 
all 7. WC first assume 7 has the form (p). This being the case, there exist 
paths C, and c2 such that t(c2)= (p) c(c2), u(c,)=x, and t(c,)=o(~~). 
We then observe 
cpo’x) = a(x,, x) u(x, 7x) Uh(~.K)/Uh(XO) 
=u(x,, x) exp JT tl(c,) exp ,/Z rf(?;c,) 
x exp J- 1 t/(c,) u,,(X)/uh(.rO) 
=exp V’:- 1 t/(p) a(~,, x) uh(x)/uh(xo) 
=x(y) d-x). 
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For a general 7, it suffices to note that there exist I’, ,..., 11~ E rr,( V, E) such 
that each IF, is conjugate to (p,) for some prime cycle pi, and y= 
vf ’ .y: ’ (see [ 1 ] for proof). 
LEMMA 1-2. L(s, p) = det(Z- Lx,,)-’ for Re s > h. In particular. L(s, p) 
has a meromorphic contimtation to the whole plane. 
Proof: We first compute the trace of (L,,)“. For this, we take a basis of 
S, in the following way. Let { e,)i= , be the standard basis of C,“, and 9 be 
a fundamental subset in V for the rc,-action, namely, 
F= u pY and ygnnY=d for 7 #id. 
;‘t n, 
We then set, for x E 9 and n = l,..., N, 
4?w(Y) = 
PO’) en if j’ = )J-U 
0 otherwise, 
which turn out to be a basis of S,,. Computing the matrix elements of Lf,, 
with respect o this basis, we find 
tr(L,.z) = C C tr ~(7) L,(s; s, y-u), 
i’s”, rsv 
(l-2) 
where 
exp -.sf(c) if there is a path c in ( r, E) 
L&T; I, y) = with ICI =k, G(c)=.YandC(c)=l 
0 otherwise 
Now suppose L,(s; x, 7-x) # 0. The image o(F) of the path c’ joining I and 
7’~ is a closed path in ( V, E). Conversely for a closed path c in ( V, E) one 
can find a unique pair (s, y) E 2 x n, with Lk(s; .Y, 11,~) # 0. Hence, the right 
hand side of (1-2) equals 
E trP((c))exp -s4r), 
c:lcl = k 
(l-3) 
where (c) E n,(V, E) is a representative of the conjugacy class 
corresponding to the free homotopy class of the closed path c. Since a 
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closed fath can be expressed in a unique way as an iteration of a prime 
closed path, it follows that (l-3) equals 
1 IPI trP((P)‘“)exp-smI(p), 
W1.P 
IlllPl = k 
so 
% 
logL(s,p)= c Cm? trp((p)“‘)exp-smf(p) 
m=l p 
= f k-’ tr(L,$) = log det(Z- L,,,))‘. 
k=l 
This corlpletes the proof. 
The o .her assertions about the location of poles are easy consequences of 
Lemma l-l. 
Rettmk. It is interesting to note that the computation of tr(L,,,)k bears 
resembh rice to that of the trace of invariant integral operators on a locally 
symmetric space by means of Selberg trace formula, in which case closed 
geodesic; play a role similar to closed paths (see [21. 271). 
2. TOPOLOGICAL GRAPHS 
To gil-e a natural setting for generalizing L-functions of finite graphs, we 
introduce a class of graphs with topology. We shall start with providing 
some basic conditions, which, as we shall see in the next sections, allow all 
the usual results on eigenvalues of non-negative matrices to be transferred 
to -‘infinite dimensional matrices” associated with such graphs. 
Let ( I’, d) be a complete metric space and EC V x I’ a closed set. We 
define a distance function on Vx V by 
d((u, L’), (u’, t~‘))=maxfd(u, u’), 4~1, 0’)). 
If the following three conditions hold, then the triple (V, E, d) is called a 
topologid graph. 
(TCrl) The maps c,: E-+ V (e-+@(e)) and 1: E+ V (e-+r(e)) are 
surjectiv :. 
(TCr2) There exists a positive constant 6 such that for eE E, 
o(B,(e)) = B,(c(e)) and the restriction u 1 B,(e): B,(e) + B,(a(e)) is an 
isometry, where B,(e) denotes the closed ball of radius 6 with center e. In 
particuh r c: E -+ V is a covering map of topological spaces. 
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(TG3) There exists a constant n E (0, 1) such that if d(r, e’) 6 6, then 
d(t(e), [(e’)) < M(e, e’) (or equivalently d(t(e). t(e)) Q /Id(n(e), n(e’j)). 
A topological graph (V, E, d) is said to be compact if V is compact, and 
said to be irreducible if for euery open set U, and U, in V, there exists a 
path c with u(c) E U, and t(c) E Uz. It should be noted that if a topological 
graph ( V, E, d) is compact, then supcE c. # (0 -‘(u)) is finite. 
We now exhibit several examples of topological graphs. 
EXAMPLE 1. A graph (V, E) with the discrete distance function is a 
topological graph. 
EXAMPLE 2. Given a sequence of graphs (L’,,, E,), n 2 1, and 
morphisms of graphs o,,: (V,,, E,,) --) ( V,,+ ,, E,- ,). we construct a new 
graph ( V, E) as follows: 
We denote by cij,,: ( C’, E) + ( C’,,, E,,) the canonical projection. We supply a 
distance function d,, (0 < 8 < 1) defined by- 
Note that the distance on E coincides with the distance given by 
It is easily observed that (I’, E, d,) is a topological graph if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
( PLGl ) w,, : V,, + V,, , is surjective for n > 2. 
(PLGZ) w,,: C’(D)+ CA-’ (w,(v)) is bijective for u E C’,, and n 3 2. 
(PLG3) If o,(e) = o,Je’), then C(e) = [(e’). 
(PLG4) For each n > 1, 6: E,, + V,, and f: E, + V,, are surjective. 
In fact, (PLG2) and (PLG4) guarantee the condition (TGl). The con- 
dition (TG2) is a consequence of (PLG2) and (PLG3), where we should 
put 6 = 6. (TG3) comes from (PLG3) with /1= 8. We shall call (lim V,, - 
!~IJ E,) satisfying (PLGl )-( PLG4) a projective limit graph. If, in addition, 
each (V,,, E,) is a finite graph, then (lim V,,, lim E,) is called a pro-finite 
graph. which is obviously compact. T&conditions (PLG3 j and (PLG4) 
guarantee that if (V,, E,) is finite, then every (V,,, E,) is finite. In fact this 
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is induc:ively proved in the following way. Suppose that ( V, _ , , E,, ,) is 
finite. For each u E Q~,~ I(r), u E V,, L, select an edge e, with t(e,) = U. Then 
w,,(e,) E f l(r), and by (PLG3), w,(e,) # o,,(e,.), whenever u # u’. Thus we 
have the inequality 
#V,,= c #u,;‘(u)6 1 #i-‘(r)= c #C’(u) 
L’ i l’,, , c E 1 ‘,, , I’E I,-, 
6( sup #n -‘(u))(# ~,,-I), 
L’ t I ‘,< ,
hence (I-,, E,,) is finite. Since (PLGZ) implies that 
sup #Y’(o)= sup #c-‘(o), 
LE I’” , LE 1’1 
we have the following useful inequality. 
#v,i,,~.t“‘-‘(#v,j, .I‘= sup #K ‘(u). (2-l) 
L’E C’, 
Furtherrqore, if (I;‘,, E,) is irreducible, then every (V,,, E,) as well as 
(l& V,,, !ir~ E,,) are irreducible. 
It follows from (PLG 2) and (PLG3) that the correspondence c -+ G,,(c) 
gives a bijection of the set of closed paths in (V, E) onto the set of closed 
paths in ( V,,, En). 
Conversely suppose that the distance function d on a topological graph 
( I’, E, d) satisfies the “non-archimedean” property 
d(u. c)dmax{d(u, tr), d(0, iv)} (2.4, u M’E V). 
(Note t lat the distance function ti,, introduced above satisfies this 
property ) This being the case, the relations - on 1’ and E defined by 
II 
2.4 - L’t*d(U. u)<cY 
e - e’+-+d(e,e’)66” 
II 
are equil,alence relations (we assume here that 6 < 1). Let V,, and E,, be the 
sets of equivalence classes. We then easily find that (V,, E,,), n 2 1, con- 
stitutes a sequence of graphs with canonical morphisms (V,, E,) + 
(I’,,- ,, L:,,+ ,), and that the projections V-t V, and E + E,, give rise to an 
isomorpliism ( V, E) = ~IJI( V,,, En). We also observe that the distance da on 
(V, E) irduced by this isomorphism satisfies the inequality 
s d,(u, Cl) < d(u, 0) < d6(#, u) 
for U, v E V with d(u, u) d 6. Furthermore if A < 6, then ((V,, E,)] satisfies 
( PLGl )--( PLG4). 
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EXAMPLE 3. This is a sub-example of Example 2. Let ( V, E) be a finite 
irreducible graph, and (V,,, E,), n 3 1, be the graph of n-step paths in 
(V, E) (see the Introduction). We set o,(e ,,..., en)= (e ,,..., err+ ,). Then 
-1 (e en)= ((e,,..., 
;PLGi]“;s 
e,) x (e, el ,..., e,, - , ) E V,, x V,,; eeE} so that 
obviously satisfied. Suppose that w,,( (e, ,..., e,z) x (f, ,..., f,,)) = 
o,((e’, ,..., el)x(f; ,..., fk)) in E,-,. Thenf,=f’, ,..., f,,+,=fl-, andf,,= 
e ’ n-1= n-1 =fL; hence (PLG3) follows. The conditions (PLGI ) and 
(PLG4; are immediate. Thus {(V,,, E,)) yields a pro-finite graph (FIJI V,,, 
@ E,,, n,). Clearly the elements of hr~ V,, are identified with elements in 
the one-sided shift Z’( V, E) and (u, o) E FIJI V,, x lim k’,, is an edge if and 
only if (T(D) = U, where e denotes the shift operator of Z+( V, E). 
One can construct many examples of pro-finite graphs which are not 
isomorphic to graphs of one-sided shifts. 
We now return to the general case. Let (V, E, d) be a topological graph, 
and let c be a path in (V, E). By virtue of the conditions (TG2) and (TG3), 
one can find, for each point ,Y in V with d(.u, O(C)) 6 6, a unique path c’ 
such that o(c’)=.Y, ICI = lc’l and n(c(j), c’(j))<Ajd(o(c), I) for 
I 6jd Ic/. We will call c’ a companion of c with the origin X. 
LEMMA 2-1. Let ( V, E, d) be a topological graph and let c be a path in 
( V, E) such that [cl = n and d( t(c), Q(C)) < 6. Then there exists a closed path 
c, such that Ic,I =n and 
d(c,,(j), c(j))<A’(l -A”-’ d(f(c), u(c)), j = 0, I ,..., n. 
Proqf. Take a sequence {c~};=~ of paths in such a way that c0 = c and 
ck+ , is a companion of ck with o(cx + ,) = t(ck). We then have 
d(c,+ ,(j), cd)) < Ank+j d(l(c), u(c)), j=o, l)...) n, 
so that (c,(j)};=, is a Cauchy sequence in V. If we set cX( j) = 
lim, + x, c,(j), then c,(n)=c,(O). Since E is closed in Vx V, we find that 
c, is eventually a closed path, and 
d(c., (A, c(j)) d f 4ck(j), ck + ,(A) 
k=O 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2-2. If ( V, E, d) is a compact topological graph, then there exists 
a positive constant C such that the number of closed paths c in (V, E) bcith 
ICI = n is less than C” for any n 2 1. 
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ProoJ Choose points x, ,..., s, E V so that V is covered by open balls 
Ua z(.x,). i = l,..., a. Define a map 
@: {c; closed paths with ICI =/I} + Jj { 1, 2,..., 0) 
k=l 
by putting Q(c) = (j ,,..., j,), where ji is the smallest j with c(ijE IFI,;,( 
Suppose Q(c) = @(c’ ). Then 
d(c(i). c’(i)) < d(c(i), sj,) + d(.u .,,, c’(i)) < 6. 
In view of the condition (TG3), we have 
d( c(i), c’(i)) Q A” d( c( i), c’(i)), 
so that c(i) = c’(i) for all i. This implies that @ is injective, whence the 
lemma. 
We dl:note by Q,(n) the set of paths c with ICI =n and n(c) =.Y. 
LEMM \ 2-3. Irreducibilit?* sf’ ( V, E, d) is equivalent to the condition that, 
.for am’ Y in V, the set I( U,;= , Q.,(n)) is dense in V. 
Prooj It suffices to prove that irreducibility implies that for every X, ~7 
in V and positive E there exists a path c with O(C) =x and d(t(c), y) <E. 
Let c’ b: a path such that 
d(o(c’), X) < min(e/2, 6) 
d(((c’), y) < ~12 
and let 1 be a companion of c’ with U(C) =x. Then we have 
d(l(c), y)<d(~*, C(c’))+d(k(c’), t(c)) 
as required. 
LEMMA 2-4. If ( V, E, d) is compact and irreducible, then there exists an 
infinite ,mh c = (e, , ez ,... ) such that {e,} is dense in E. 
Prooj From compactness it follows that Q,(n) is a finite set; hence in 
view of Lemma 2-3 the spaces V and E are separable. We let { U,,,}:= , be 
an oper base of E. Choose e’, in U,. From irreducibility, we may find a 
path c, such that ~(c,)=C(e’,) and Tao. We then take e;EUZ and 
a path cz such that o(e;) = ((c,) and o(cz) = t(e;). Continuing this process, 
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we get an infinite path c = e’, . c,. e;. c2’ .‘. which possess the desired 
property. 
In what follows, we assume that (V, E, d) is compact and irreducible. We 
set 
Q.,, = {c; paths with U(C) = x’ and d(t(c), X) < q ). 
We also denote by V(X, q) the greatest common divisor of the set of integers 
{ICI; c=L.q). 
LEMMA 2-5. The number v(.u, q) does not depend on the choice of I and 
q, where 0 < q 6 6. 
Proof We first show that V(X, q)= v(+v, q). Let c and c’ be paths 
satisfying 
G(C) =x, d(f(c)+ .v) < $9 
a(c’) = J d( [(cl), X) < q/2 and \c’l > - 2/lag A. 
If c” be the companion of c’ with I = t(c), then 
d(l(c.c”),x)<d(x, C(c’))+d(l’(c’), t(c”)) 
<~+d(,(c’),~(c”))<~, 
so C.C”EQ,, and V(X, q) divides ICI + Ic”J. Let c,EQ,..,, and let cb be the 
companion of c0 with o(cb) = t(c) and c”’ be the companion of c’ with 
o( c”‘) = t( cb). Then 
d(t(c.c;.c”‘), x)<d(x, C(c’))+d(t(c’). t(c”‘)) 
<; +; P”( 1 + A”“‘) < ‘1, 
hence C~C~~C~“EQrq. Consequently V(X, q) I (ICI + lcbl + 1~“‘)) and 
v(.u, 11) ( lcOl since v(x, II) 1 (ICI + Ic”‘I ). This implies V(X, q) I V(J: q). Changing 
the roles of x and J, we have V(X, ‘I) = V(V, q). 
We next check that r(x, ye) = V(X, q’) for 0 < q’ < q <S. It is obvious that 
V(X, q)l v(x, r]‘). Let CE Sz,., and let c’ EQ.,,~, z with AI”‘iq < q’/2. If c” is the 
companion of c’ with I = t(c), then 
d(t(c.c”), x)<d(C(c”), t(c’))+d(t(c’),x) 
580;71.1-2 
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so C.4‘“E!zr,.. 
v(.Y, v’) 1 ll(sy, tj j. 
Since v(x, q’)J Ic”I, we have Y(X, $)I ICI; hence 
We call the number V(X, r]) the period of (V, E, d), which we denote 
hereafter by r( V, E, d). If v( V, E, d) = 1, the graph (V, E, d) is called 
primitive. When (V, E) is a finite graph, this is the same as saying that the 
zero-on: matrix A = (a, V), (a,. ~ = 1 o (x, ~1) EE), is aperiodic in the sense 
that A” > 0 for some n b 1. In -case V( V, E, d) > 1, we may decompose V 
into dis-oint subsets in the following way. We set 
V(.u,j) = (JE 1/I there exists a path CE u;=, Q,(nv +j) 
with d(C(c), y) 6 6), 
j = 0, l,..., v - 1 = v( I’, E, d) - 1. 
We ther have 
(i) each k(x, j) is open and closed, 
(ii) I-‘= V(x,O)u V(x, l)u ... u V(x,v-1) (disjoint). 
Indeed, from the definition it follows immediately that each V(X, j) is 
closed, and that I,’ is the union of V(.Y, j), j=O, l,..., V- 1. Suppose that 
V(s, i) C- V(X, j) # Qr. Then one can find paths c, and c2 such that 
lc,l =i (mod v), 4dc,), JIG4 
Icz( = j (mod v), d(t(c,), y) < 6, 
u(c,)=u(c,)=x. 
We let c3 be a path such that o(c,) = ~7 and d(t(c,), X) < 6/2. Suppose that 
Ic31 is lal,ge enough. If c’, and c; are the companions of c3 with u(c’,) = t(c,) 
and o( ci ) = /(c,), respectively, then 
d(L(c, c; j, x) d 44 4c3)) + d(t(c,), t(a) 
and likelvise d( t(cz. c; j, X) < 6, so 
Ic,l + lc3l =o (mod V) 
lczl + ICJI = 0 (mod v). 
Thus we have that 
i= lc,l = lczl = j (mod v), 
which in plies (ii) and also that V(x, j) is open. 
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By similar argument, we easily check that each V(x, j) is an equivalence 
class of the following equivalence relation: 
x.= )’ if and only if there exists a path c with VI Ic(, O(C) =x and 
44c), Y) 6 6. 
We shall call V(x, j) a primitive part of V. 
LEMMA 2-6. Let V = V, v V2 v ... v V, be the decomposition into the 
primitive parts. If points x and y lie in the same Vi, then for any E > 0, there 
exists a natural number n, such that for any n 2 n, 
W,h)) n MY) + 0. 
in particular, for an)’ sequence {x, } ,“= , c Vi, the union t(U,“=, Q.Jnv)) is 
dense in V,. 
Proof. We may suppose E < 6. From irreducibility and what we have 
said above, it follows that there exists a path cEQ,(mv) with d(d(c), y) < 
42 for some m. We choose paths cl, c? ,..., C, E &, - n ,/2 such that 1 ck 1 = Sk 1’ 
and the greatest common divisor of is,,..., s,} is one. From Lemma 2-1, 
there exist closed paths ckr such that IckX / = Sk v and 
d(ck(j), c,,(j)) 6 A’( 1 - /lsAV))‘s( 1 - /I)/2 <s/2. 
In view of the assumption on is, ,..., s,) we have made, we may find a 
natural number n, such that for n > n, there exist positive integers q, ,..., q, 
satisfying 
qksk = tl and tAqk< L 2’ 
k=l 
We now inductively define paths c’,, I$,..., c; in such a way that c’, is the 
companion of (c,~)~‘=c,~~~~c,~, (q -times iteration oft,,) with o(c’,)= 
‘f(c) and c6 is the companion of (ckr. )qk with O( c;) = t(c; ~ ,). Then 
le. c; . ..c.1= m+ i qk-sk “> 
k=l > 
and 
d(t(c.c’,... 
Hence setting n, = m + n,, we have the result, 
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Rema-k. For a pro-finite graph (b V,, l& E,, d,), the primitive 
decomposition is given by 
where I’, = lJ;=, I’,, is the primitive decomposition of (V,, E,). 
3. RUELLE OPERATORS FOR TOPOLOGICAL GRAPHS 
This :;ection and the next are concerned with a generalization of 
Lemma -1. We first introduce a notion of covering maps for topological 
graphs, and then define Ruelle operators acting on sections of a “flat” vec- 
tor buncle associated with a unitary representation of the covering trans- 
formation group. Some of results in the case of the trivial representation 
are prov:d along the same line as in Pollicott [16]. 
Let ( 7, E, d) and (I’, E, d) be topological graphs. A morphism n: 
(p, g) + (C’, E) is called a couering map if the following conditions are 
satisfied. 
(C-l ) 71: p+ I’ is surjective, and for all ,t.~ p, the restrictions of rr 
71: c- - ‘(2) + CI -‘(7cr(.q) 
7z: c-‘(i) + fP(7r(i)) 
are bijective. This, in particular, implies that the induced map 7~: I(p, ,?‘)I + 
I( V, E)I IS a covering map of CW-complexes. 
(C-2) There exists a positive E such that for every 1 E v, the restric- 
tion rr: jj,(.t) -+ B,(rc(.G)) is an isometry and surjective. In particular, rc: 
v+ I’ is a covering map of topological space in the usual sense. 
It shotild be noted that the constants 6 and n in the conditions (TG2) 
and (TG3) are chosen in common for both ( Q, g) and (I’, E). An example 
of coveri rg map will be given at the end of the next section. 
We let G be the group of isometries g of ( f, E) such that rr 2 g = 7~. We 
call G the covering transformation group of the covering. If G acts trans- 
itively or each fiber of rc, the covering map is called normal. From the con- 
dition (C -1). it follows that for each path c in ( V, E) and a point Z? in P 
with z(.f) = O(C), there exists a unique path E in ( v, J?) such that rc(E) = c 
and O(E) = .f, which we call a lift of c. If 7~ is normal and c is closed, there 
exists a L nique (c) E G such that i’(r) = (c) o(t). It is easily checked that 
(c) is uiiiquely determined by c up to conjugacy. 
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We adopt the following notations. For a c=“-valued function .f on a 
metric space (X, d), we set 
Lip(f) = SUP Ilfb) -fbWd(.~, 4’) TE .k 
VII 1 = llfll x + Lip(f). 
We denote by C’(X, a=“) the Banach space of continuous functions f with 
llfll , < ‘x. It is easily shown that Ilf. gll , < llfll r IIglI 1. 
Let 71: ( v, E, 2) -+ (V, E, d) be a normal covering map with covering 
transformation group G, and let p: G + U(N) be a unitary representation. 
The quotient space px @*‘/G by a natural action of G on the product space 
f x C v has a structure of vector bundle on I’, which we denote by FP. A 
section s of F, is identified with a function S: p+ @.’ satisfying the relation 
$7.~) = p(y) S(s). We denote by C’(F,,) the space of section s of F, such 
that S^E C’( p, P’). The norm of SE C’(F,) is defined by 
llsll, = Il~ll , = Il.4 % + Lip(.f). 
It should be noted that when p = II, the trivial representation, C’( F,,) is 
identified with C’( V, C). 
From now on we assume that ( V, E, 4 is compact and irreducible. We 
set L I ’ = SUP~.~ b. #c, - ‘(~1). Let f E C’( E, C). We define the operator L,-: 
C’( ti, CC’) + C’( v, C”) by 
L, s^(.y) = 1 f(n(e)) S(Qe)). 
f:<,(e) = .1 
If we set f(c)=f(e,)...f(e,,) for a path c=(e,,..., e,), then we find 
The following is easy to check. 
LEMMA 3-l. ~.~a~,)) = wy~ and the restriction L.[: C’(F,) + 
C’(F,) is a continuous operator. 
We set L,,, = L,.I C’(F,), and call the twisted Ruelle operator. The 
following is straightforward. 
LEMMA 3-2. The linear mapping f w L,, is continuous with respect to 
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the 11./l ,‘nurm, namely there exists a constant C>O such that IIL,-,s/l, 6 
Cllfll, ll:l), for anJ,fE C’(E) and SE C’(F,). 
Our rrain concern is the spectrum of L,;,. An important feature of the 
Ruelle cperators is that the spectrum does not change essentially by the 
followin,: scaling transformation: Let u E C’( V, @) be nowhere vanishing 
and let ,. be a non-zero complex number. We set 
f(e)=1 m!f(e)u(t(e))u(o(e))p’, 
which v’e call the scaling transformation of .f by u and 1. We see 
immediately that the diagram 
is comm native so that the spectrum of Lf,,, is I. ~’ x (the spectrum of L,.p) 
In this section, we mainly treat the case p = 1. We set L.,-= L,, for sim- 
plicity. I. nder the identification C’(F,) = C’( P’, a=), we have 
L,gLy) = 1 f(e) g(4e)). 
Remark. If ( V, E) is a one-sided subshift C’( V, E) and f(e) = F(t(e)) 
for some function F on ,Z ‘( V, E), then 
&H-y) = c F(y) g(y). J’CDF = .1 
The righ hand side is a usual definition of the Ruelle operator acting on 
functions defined on the one-sided subshift. (See D. Ruelle [ 181.) 
LEMMA 3-3. If f E C’(E) is positive valued, then the operator L, has a 
positive s’mple eigenvalue rzyith a positive eigenfunction. 
This lemma can be shown in much the same way as in [16, 181, but for 
the reader’s convenience, we give a proof. 
We set 
r = (min ,f) ’ Lip(f) 
C=r(l --A)-‘, 
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and let K denote the 11.1(,-closed convex set of non-negative continuous 
functions g on V with llgjl r < 1 and g(x) d g(,J) exp(Cd(x, y)) whenever 
d(x, ,v) 6 6. For every g E K, we have 
Ig(x)-g(y)1 <eCd”-.“- 1 
for x, y with d(x, yj < 6; hence K is a convex subset of C’( V) and II.11 =- 
compact by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem. Define a continuous map I,: 
K+ C’( V) by 
If d(?s, ~3) < 6, we have the inequalities 
f(e)/f(e’) = 1 + (f(e) -f(e’))lif(e’) 
< 1 + rd(x, )I) 6 er+) ’ 
g(4e)) d At( exp (C44eL Qe’)) 
< g(C(e’)) exp(CMx, y)). 
where n(e) = .Y and e’ is the companion of e with u(e’) = y. Thus we have 
d C exp (r4.5 .v))f‘(e’) g(/(e j)+; 
<.‘:,.I(.” = I ( ’ ‘> 
x exp(Cn d(.u, .v)) 
G L, g+i (y)exp(C4.t-, 13)) 
( > 
and I,, g E K. By the Schauder-Tychonoff theorem, I, has a fixed point u,~ in 
K. We put 
and choose a /I.)1 ,-convergent subsequence {u,~,}. If we set u = lim u,, and 
1= lim A,, then L, u = Au and 
I,,,u,,>min(f) 
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so E. >, run(f) > 0. The eigenfunction u is strictly positive, for if u(x,,) = 0 
for som: point x0 in V, then 
o= i”u(,u,)=L;‘u(x,)=~f(c) u(d(c)), 
where c runs over the paths with ICI = n and o(c) = x0. Hence u = 0 on the 
dense SL bset r( U,;=, Q.,,(n)), which yields a contradiction since (IuIJ % = 1. 
We tillally check that 1 is simple. Suppose that a real valued function k E 
C’( V) s rtisfies L,-k = ik. Set b = min(k/lc). Then (k - bu)(x,) = 0 for some 
x0. Repl:ating the same argument as above, we get k = bu. This completes 
the proclf. 
Let u and i. be the eigenfunction and the eigenvalue obtained above, and 
f be the scaling transformation off by II and 2. Then Ljl = I. This simple 
observarion is useful in the following discussions. 
LEMM\ 3-4. Let .f E C’(E) be noitqhere tlanishing, and suppose that 
L, , , I = . Then there exists a positive constant C such that for aq~ s E C’( F,) 
Lip(L,,;s) d Cllsll., + A” Lip(s), n3 1. 
Proqf: From the assumption, it follows that lif I(,x < 1. Since 
IIL; J:(i)ll 6 1 If($c))l lls^(((c))lI 6 Ils’ll x7 
c;I(cj=.i IO=,, 
we have. in the case d(*f, f) 3 6, 
IIL;s^(.?)-L;qJq <26-‘Ils’llr d(.i, 7). 
If ~?(.t, ?: I d ci, then 
llL;‘s^(i) - L.;‘s^(j)(( < c (IJ’(dc),l lli(dc) -3dc’))ll 
,.:;.(;1= .i 
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where c’ denotes the companion of c with I = j. Note that 
lIi(/(c)) -s^(t(c’))lI d Lip(i) J(i(t(c), t(c’)) 
< A” Lip(i) (i(& $). (3-l 1 
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On the other hand, we observe that 
,.z,, If(rr(c))-f(n(c’))l 6.,b” Lip(f)(l +A + ... +A”+‘) d((.G, ?;) 
< -1,‘ Lip(f)( 1 - ,4) -’ Li(.<, f). (3-2) 
In fact this is proved by induction in the following way. For n = 1, the 
assertion is obviously true. Supposing (3-2), we have 
C If(7c(c.e))-f(7c(cr.e’))l 
,c = il 
“E E:,.(Cl = /I<, 
GE If(c)-f(c’)l If( +C If(c)I If(e)-,f(e’)I 
where we have used the fact that x if(e)1 = 1 and C I.f(c)l= 1. This proves 
that (3-2) holds for n + 1. The lemma follows from (3-l ) and (3-2). 
Let V= V, u V,u ... u V,. (V = V( V, E, d)) be the decomposition of V 
into the primitive parts. We then have an isomorphism 
C’(V)= i @C’(V,). 
,=I 
From the definition of primitive decomposition, one may assume, per- 
muting the indices { l,..., V) if necessary, that L,(C’( C’, + , )) c C’( Vi) for i E 
Z,‘VZ. In particular, one has L;“‘(C’( I’,)) c C’( Vi) for all n 2 1. 
LEMMA 3-5. Suppose f E C’(E) is positive c?alued and L-,- 1 = 1. If 
g E C’ ( V,) safisfes 
IIL;“’ gll 7 = llgll % 
for any n 2 1, then Ig(x)l and ILyvg(x)l. n > 1, are constant on V,. Further- 
more, if g is real tlalued, then g is constant on If,. 
Proqf Choose a sequence {x,,] in Vi such that 
IJy’g(-~,,)I = Ilgll x 
Then we have 
II gll x d <.<,;= ‘i If( Ig(ec))l G Ilgll XT 
3’ n ICI = ,ZY 
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so Ig(-u]l = l(g11 x for x in t(U>=, G?,.Jnv)). In view of Lemma 2-6 in the 
previous section, we find that Ig(?c)l = (IgIl r, on Vi. Further, since 
applying the same argument to L;‘g, we observe that (L;!“g(?r)l is constant 
on G’,. 
Suppc se now that g is real valued. In case g(yO) = II gll~ for some yO in 
I’,, one can find s,, E Vi such that L.;l’g(-y,,) = llgll r , n = 1, 2 ,..., since for a 
path c with /(c)= .I’~, ICI =nr, one has L,;Ug(o(c))> - llgll T, so 
f.;‘g(o(c))= llgll r. In case g(yO)= - l(gl/ % for some yoe V1, we similarly 
find tha s,, E C’; such that L;“‘g(.u,) = - 11 gll~ . In any case, applying the 
same arl;ument as above, we see that g is constant on V,. 
LEMM.~ 3-6. Suppose that f E C’(E) is posititle calued and L,- 1 = 1. Then 
fbr an?’ ;eal calued g E C’ ( V). 
(a) max( g(.u); .Y E Y,+, ), 3 max(L,.g(s); .Y 15 I’,) > min(L, g(.u); 
9~ C,‘,} ;:min(g(.u); ?SE V,,, i, 
(b) lim,,+, L;“‘g exists in /I.11 ,-topology; and is constant on each Vi. 
Proof: Property (a) is obvious from the definition. For (b), we 
may ass rme that g is real valued and belongs to C’( V;) for some i. By 
Lemma .1-4. the sequence iyg’,,y=, is uniformly bounded and 
equicontinuous. Choose a II.11 ,-convergent subsequence { L;i’g}, and set 
g, = lim L;““g. 
I-T 
For eat I n 3 1, selecting an appropriate subsequence on {nj), we may 
assume Ihat tzk + n < nk -+ , We then have 
llgoll x 2 lIL;“‘g,ll x = Lirn7- IIL)“” +““‘gll x 3 lim llL~+~“gll, 
= llgoll x > 
hence, b q the above lemma, g, is constant on Vi. Since for every n > n, 
11 L;“‘g - g,/l ~ < I( L;“+‘+“’ (L~‘g-g,)-(L~‘g-g,)II,-~ 
+ II L;‘J’g - goll z 
d 3 II -y’s - go/l .I 1 
we conclude that lim,, _ % L;“g = g, in I/. Ij %-topology. 
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We let C, be the finite dimensional subspace in C’(V) consisting of 
functions g, which are constant on each V,. Let C, denote the kernel of the 
continuous linear operator: 
C’( V) + c, 
g t+ lim L;‘g = g,. 
II - T 
Then C, is closed and C’( V) = C,@ C,. It is also obvious that LAG’,) c C, 
and L,(C,)cC,. 
LEMMA 3-7. Assume that L,- 1 = 1. Then we hatle 
(1) The eigenvalues of L, 1 C, are e.uactly exp(2rt V’- 1 k,‘v), k = 
l,..., V. 
(2) The spectral radius qf L,- / C, is strictly less than 1. 
ProoJl Define functions g, E C,, k = I,..., 11, by setting 
gk(x) =exp(2n V/- I .jk/v) for s in V,. 
Then L, g, = exp( 2n J ‘x k/v) g,. Since dim C, = V, we get ( 1). 
To show (2), we let K denote the set of g E C, with II gll , = 1, which is 
11j X-compact. From Lemma 3-6(b), there exists n, such that for every 
nan, and every ge K 
II L;“‘glI ~. < min( l/4. 118C). 
where C is the constant given in Lemma 3-4. On the other hand, we have 
Lip(L:“‘g) < Cl1 Lyvgl( % + A”* Lip(L;ug) 
d Cl1 Lygll ~ + CA’lV + ,2,,,, 
which is less than l/4 for all n 2 n, provided that n, is taken large enough. 
Hence IIL:,,vil, < f, and the spectral radius r(L, I C,) is estimated as follows: 
r( L, I C, ) = !&I 11 L; / C, I/ !,“I 
,t - T 
This completes the proof. 
Summarizing, we have the following theorem of Perron-Frobenius type. 
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THEOREM 3-8. Let ( V, E, d) he a compact irreducible topological graph 
with period v. If ,f E C’(E) is strictly positive, then 
( I ) the Ruelle operator L,: C’( V) + C’( V) has a simple positive eigen- 
value /I( ,f) with a positive eigeqfunction, 
(2) i.(f) exp(2rrJTk/\l), k= l,..., v, are also simple eigenoalues. 
(3) the rest qf the spectrum contained in a disc of radius strictly less 
than E.(,, ‘). 
The fAlowing lemma is easy to check. 
LEMMA 3-9. Under the same condition as in the abooe theorem, 
(ib i(f)=max(i.; L,g 3 kg for some nonzero and non-negatitre 
function g E C’( V)), 
(ii 1 lf i is a positioe eigemalue of L, with a positice eigenfunction, 
then 1=:2(f), and if L,gal.(f) gJ br some non-negatitle function g, then 
L,g=Kf)g, 
(iii if’k’e set ..l;=minyE,. #(c’ -I(x)) and GI‘=max.,.E,. #(c’(.Y)). 
then 
*timin (f )dL(f)<.,t”max (f), 
(iv !ff'>,f; then A(.f')>A(.f), and iff'>f and A(f')=A(f), then 
.f’ =.f: 
LEMMA 3-10. [f i( 1) = 1, then ( V, E) is a finite circuit graph. 
Prooj Let u be a positive eigenfunction of L, with the eigenvalue 1, 
and s,, >e a point in V such that u(.Y~) = min u. Then one has 
#(6 ‘i-h))) ui-Yo) < C u(tie)) = 4-h). 
e:r.,P, = X” 
This iml)lies that # (C ‘(.x0)) = I and u(t(e)) = u(xO) for e E /‘(x0). Thus 
the assumption of irreducibility leads to the conclusion that u = constant 
and #(c -‘(.u))= 1. Since (V, E) possesses at least one closed path (see 
Lemma 2-l ), ( V, E) must be isomorphic to a circuit graph. 
The following lemma is required in proving that the poles of L-functions 
are simlble (see next section). 
LEMMA 3-l 1. Let 1~ C’(E) be positive valued. Then (d/ds) A(e-“) < 0 for 
SER. 
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ProoJ: For brevity, we set q(s) = A(e?‘) and L, = Lexp, --F,,. Suppose 
that cp’(s,) =0 for some sO. We can arrange for positive valued eigen- 
function U, of L, with eigenvalue q(s) to depend smoothly on s and satisfy 
(d/ds) ~4~1, > 0. Differentiating the both sides of the equation L,u, = q(s) u, 
at s=sO, we have 
Since the value at ,Y E C’ of the first term of the left hand side is equal to 
- C I(e) e~"""'Ju,,(/(e)) CO, 
L':A,L', = r 
we find that L,,,((4ds) u, I,) > ~~(s,)(di~Is) u,, I.,(,, but this is impossible in 
view of (ii) in the above lemma. 
Remark. Let (Z( k’, E), CJ) be a two-sided shift of finite type, that is 
and c-r is the shift operator of Z( C’, E) given by (CT<)‘= 5” ‘. Let I be a 
positive function on Z( V, E) which is Lipschitz continuous with respect o 
the distance; 
at, rl)=O 
sup ; n::’ = ‘,’ for ,i, < ,1 ’ ‘) 8E(O, 1). 
It is known that I is cohomologous to a positive function I’ depending 
only on the future (t’),3,,, in the sense that there is a continuous I(/ on 
Z(V,E) with I=l+-$+$~a. Regarding l+ as a function on Z+ ( V, E) 
(we may suppose that I+ is Lipschitz continuous with respect to d,,. for 
some 0’~ 0), we take a positive h with E.(exp( -Al+)) = 1. It is known that 
the number h coincides with the topological entropy of the suspension flow 
(Z( V, E, f), a(/),) associated with the function 1. Here 
with appropriate identifications. Further 
where m is the equilibrium state for - hl’. 
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4. SPECTRUM OF TWISTED RUELLE OPERATORS 
Let ‘c: ( I? i$ d) + ( V, E, d) be a normal covering map with covering 
group G, and assume that (V, E, d) is compact, irreducible and has v 
primiti,/e parts. In this section, we intensively investigate the spectrum of 
the opt rator L,,, associated with a complex valued f~ C’(E). It is always 
assumed that .f is nowhere vanishing. We easily verify that Ispectrum of 
L,,,, 6 i( IfI). We will make use of the following notions which are 
origina ly introduced by Pollicott [ 161 for functions on one-sided subshifts. 
Givy, ,t real a E [0, 2x), we say that f is an u-function with respect o p if 
e\ ’ i( If’] ) is an eigenvalue of L,,,,. If f is not an a-function for any a E 
[0, 27~) thenJ’is called regular with respect o p. 
We f rst show that, iffis regular, the spectrum of L,;, is disjoint from the 
circle of radius I( IJ’I ). As usual, we may assume that L,,-, 1 = 1. We define 
an opel,ator T,,,.,,, by setting 
In view of the spectral mapping theorem, the set of spectrum of T,,,,, coin- 
cides w th 
LEMhIA 4-1. 4f.f is regular bcith respect to p, then 
Proo,: It is immediate from the definition and Lemma 3-3 that 
II T,, .,,, s I _ 6 lld I and Lip( T,,.,,, S) < ClIsIl~ + Lip(s). This implies that 
; T, 0. ,, )s 1 is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, and that I/ T,,,,,,sll ,r 
must teld to zero since non-zero accumulation points of { TtLI.,I,s} would be 
eigenve#:tors for I.,,, with eigenvaiue e-L -lU. 
PROPISITION 4-2. If j‘ is regular with respect to p, then the spectral 
radius c f L,.,, is strictly less than i( 1-f I). 
Proq; I We assume again that L,, 1 = 1, and set Q= .(s; llsll, < 13, 
which is II II 7-compact. By the above lemma, for each positive E, there 
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exists n, such that if n > n, then 11 TC,.,,sII ~ < E for s E Q. Putting m = [&I. 
we have 
+ A” Lip( T,.,,,,~), 
so that there is n, >/ n,.4 such that if n > n, then Lip( T,,,,,,s) < a for s E Q. 
Hence the spectral radius of T(,.,,, is less than f for large n. Thus 1 cannot 
be an ,e&ment of the spectrum of LeKp,,,.~U,,,p or equivalently 
exp( -,,) - 1 a) is not in the spectrum of &,.p. Since a is arbitrary and the 
spectrum is closed we get the conclusion. 
We shall see later that if a certain condition on connectedness of 
( p, 6 d) is satisfied, then f is regular with respect to all irreducible 
representations p with dim p > 1. 
We now investigate the spectra of L,, for an a-function .f with respect o 
a character x. 
hOPOSrTION 4-3. The ,following conditions are equivalent. 
(1 ) j‘is an a-function with respect to x. 
(2) There exists a non-vanishing section 14~ C’(F,) such that the 
function .i‘ on I? defined hi 
.f( 6) = exp( - 4dP)) l44~))l J=a)f(W) ~ lu(t(P))I d,(P)) 
is positioe Ljalued and equals If I. (f can be regarded as a function on .I!?) 
(3) For any closed path c in ( V, E), 
x((c))=exp(~~~lcl a)lf(c)llf(c). 
(Recall that we hatle dejkedf(c) to be the product f(e,) f(e,)...f(e,) for a 
path c = (e, ,..., e,).) 
Proof: We may assume L,,-, 1 = 1. 
(1) == (2). Let u E C’(F,) be an eigenfunction of L,,, with eigenvalue 
exp(,/Ta) such that Ilull x = 1. We may regard Iu/ as a function on V. 
Since L,,-, IuI > IL,-ul = IuI, we have that IuI = 1 (see Lemma 3-9). If we take 
,fwith this u, then Lfl = 1. Since L,f, 1 = L,,, 1 = 1,pturns out to be positive 
valued. 
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(21 =S (3). Let c be a closed path in ( C’, E), and E be a lift of c. Then 
If(c)I =.A?) =exp( - &T ICI a,,f’(c, u(c(t)) 14(0(f))-’ 
=.f(c)X((c))exp(-~~‘1lcl a). 
(3) + (1). We select an infinite path c = (a,, e,,...) such that (ei} is 
dense it1 E, and let C= (&,, e,,...) be a lift of C. We denote 
i ‘,L,,,  = (6 ,I + I ?...T G,, 1, 
c , ,r.m , = d~,,,.,H,), 
and set 
N-Y. n) = x(7) exp(,~-rna)f(co,,,)~’ If(cto.,J. 
If /(YE ,,,., !,) = k(~tE,~.,>,, )  II < m, then c~,,,,,, is closed and (c,,.,,)) = 1’ ‘p, so 
that we have 
4~. n~)=~(~Iexp(~~~ma).f(~,,,,,,,)-‘Jf(c,~.,~,)l 
=X(Y) exp(J~ ~~~)f’(cco.,,,) e’lf(c,o.,,,)l 
xx(i’-‘~1 exptv:T k,,,.,,,l a)f(c,,,,,,,,)~‘l.f’(c,,,,,,,)l 
= u( )‘, n 1. 
This en;ures that we can define a function u on the dense set 
6’,,= (y?(n);n=O, 1,2,... and LEG) 
by setti rg 
u(yE(n)) = u(y, n). 
We claim that this function u can be extended to v as a Lipschitz con- 
tinuous function and the re&ting function is a non-zero eigenfunction of 
L,,, ass)ctated wtth exp(\! - 1 a). For this, suppose that 2($(n), ,k(m)) < 
f( 1 - A I min(s, 6 ), n < HII. Then by Lemma 2-1, we can find a closed path c, 
in (C’,1:) such that )cJ=nz--I and d(c(n+j), c,(j))<n-‘(l-n-~~“)~’ 
x d(c(n), c(m)) ( <+E), O<jdtn-n. We let E, be a lift of c, such that 
d(e,(O), e(n)) = d(c,(O), c(n)). Then, in view of the properties of covering 
map, 
i(c:,(j),~(n+j))=d(c,(j),c(n+j)) for 0 <.j < m - n, 
so that 
ci(i,(m-n),~~‘,‘~.,(O))~~(~,(m-n), E(m))+~((E(nz),CL~‘y~(n)) 
+&l ‘pqn), p-‘)@,(O)). 
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This implies that E,,(m-n)=~~‘yE,(o) since ~(t,(m-n))=n(?,(O)); 
hence (c ~ ) = p -- ‘7. We further have 
= 11 -~(~~~‘)exp(~‘~(m-n)~).f(c~,,,,)~~’lf(c~~.,,)ll 
= If(GT~‘lf(cxr -f(c,,,.,,,)-‘If(c,,,,,,)lI 
<2(1 -A)-’ Lip(f)W.fl)-’ d(yG), PM)), 
from which it follows that u has a Lipschitz extension to I? which we also 
denote by II. From the definition of U, it is a trivial matter to check that 
u(:s) = ~(7) U(X); hence u E C’(F,). On the other hand, we find, again from 
the definition of U. 
44i))f(dg)) =exp(fi ~N.f(~(~))l 444) 
for GE UT= I U;.,, ~6,, and hence for C E g. Summing up both sides over P 
with P(P) = X, we obtain 
=exp(\/- 1 a) U(S). 
Thus u is an eigenfunction of L,,, associated with exp(fi a), as desired. 
COROLLARY 4-4. [f,f is an a-function tilith respect o a character x, then 
( 1) exp( &i (a + 2~cjrjv - ’ )) . A( I.fl ), j = l,..., 11, are simple eigenuafues 
of‘ L,,,, \i,here v is the member of primitive parts of (V, E), 
(2) the rest qf the spectrum is contained in a disc with radius strictly 
less than A( If I 1. 
Proof. Let u be a non-zero eigenfunction of Lf,x with eigenvalue 
exp(,; ‘7 a). Note that the multiplication by u yields an isomorphism 
C’( V, C) + C’(F,), and the diagram 
C’( v, a:) 6” -‘w, C’( pT, q 
*u 
I I 
xu 
C’V, 1 
%7 
’ C’(FJ. 
is commutative. Thus our assertion reduces to Theorem 3-g. 
We proceed to the case of an irreducible representation p with dim p > 2. 
A topological graph ( V, E, n) is called o-connected if for every two points .Y 
580!71.1-3 
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and ~1 i 1 ( V, E) there are finitely many infinite step paths c,, c,,..., cl,,, and 
integers k, ,..., k,, such that o(c,)=.Y. u(c~~)=J’, c-(c~~)=G(c,~+,) and 
lim,, ~ d(c+ ,(k), c,(k+ k.,))=O for ,j= l,..., tn. In the case where 
( V, E, u) is a graph with discrete topology, this is equivalent to the usual 
connectedness of I( V, E)I as a CW-complex. 
PROPXITION 4-5. Let p: G + U(N) he an irreducible representation, and 
N b 2. 1 f ( p, E, d) is o-connected, every f is regular with respect to p. 
ProoJ: If this is no;, the case, then there exists non-zero UE C’(F,,) 
satisfyir g L,,,u = e’ u for some a E [0,27r). (As usual we suppose 
L,, 1= 1.) Then we find 
L,,,ll4 3 IIL,.p4 = Ilull 
hence 1 ~11 -constant in view of Lemma 3-9, so that we may suppose 
IJuII = 1. Since 
and 2 1 f( n(c))1 = I, the convexity argument leads to the equality 
u(i(c)) = exp(\/T ICI a) If(nc(c))’ 1(( o( c)) 
f(~(C)) 
= M(C) ld(C(C)), la(f)1 = 1 
Let c and c’ be two infinite paths in (p, g) such that 
lim , of x d(c(j), c’(j)) = 0. Then 
la(c,)U(o(c;))-Q(CI)U(G(CI))l =lu(t(c;))-1((/(rl))l 
< Lip(u) d(c(A, c’(A), 
where c =cl[O,j]. Since we may pick subsequences CI(C.,,) and CI(&) con- 
verging.to some CI and CI’, respectively, we get 
au(G(c)) = cdU(G(C’)). 
This im 3lies, by virtue of o-connectedness of ( p, ,!?), that for every two 
points .Y and J in P there is ~(5, J~)EC such that Icc(x, )>)I = 1 and 
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Especially, p(y) U(X) = u(~x) = cr(?jx, X) u(x); hence the one dimensional 
subspace cCu(x) is p(G)-invariant. This is a contradiction. 
Summarizing, we have 
THEOREM 4-6. Let rc: ( p, I?, & + ( V, E, d) he a normal covering map of 
topological graph with cooering transformation group G, and let p: G + U(N) 
be a unitar), representation. We suppose that ( V. E, d) is compact, irreducible 
and has period v, and that ( p, fi, (2) is a-connected. 
(1) [f p is irreducible and N > 2, then eoery no#lhere-tlanishing .f E 
C’( E, C) is regular with respect to p. 
(2) Zf p is a character and ,f is an a-function with respect to p, then 
exp( ,iiF (a + Zlrjv ~ ’ )) A( If\ ), j = l,..., v, are simple eigenualues of L ,.,, , and 
the rest of the spectrum is contained in a disc with radius strictly less than 
4 I.f‘l ). 
(3) !f.f’ IS re u ar \zith respect to p, then the spectrum of L,.,, is con- gl 
tained in a disc bi*ith radius strictI), less than A( If ). 
We conclude this section by giving an example of normal covering map 
with a-connected total space. Let (lim V,,, !in~ E,,) be an irreducible pro- 
finite graph, and let it, : ( 6’, , I?, ) -+ ( b , , E, ) be the universal covering. For c;;-
each II > I, one can construct a normal covering map TC,,: (P,,, E,,) + 
( V,,, E,, ) whose covering transformation group is 7c ,( V, , E,), and a 
morphism (3,,: ( P,,, 6,,) -+ ( I’,, ~~, , g,, , ) which is a lift of [o,~ and commutes 
with the rc,( p’,, E,)-action. Indeed, it suffices to define ( v,z, ,!?,,) to be the 
quotient graph of the universal covering of ( V,,, E,,) by the action of 
Ker(s, - .. Q,,)* (c7c,( V,,, E,,)). The covering transformation group of 
n,, is 
~,(V,,,E,,J/Ker(ow ... dw,)*~7c,(1J,, E,), 
since the homomorphism (o,,)* : n,( I’,,, E,,) --t rc ,( V,, ~, , E,, , ) is surjective 
(note that n,( V,,, E,,) is generated by closed paths). We then observe that 
the sequence (P,,, I?,,),,>, and morphisms &I,, satisfy the conditions 
( PLGl )-(PLG4) and the morphism 
~r=!i~~n,,:(b 6’,,,!ir~f?,)-+(Jix~ V limE,,) il, - 
is a normal covering map whose covering transformation group is 
x,( C’, E,). In fact, for every A? in p,,,- ,, one can find $ in p, with 
z,r ,(&A$,) = %(%(3)) = n,- ,G), so that &,( ?:) = y-t for some 1’ E 
x,(V,,E,), and 8,~(1’~‘~)=~~‘~,(3)=P. Hence we have (PLGI). Con- 
dition (PLG2) comes from that each z,, is a covering map and { ( V,, E,) j 
satisfies (PLG2). For (PLG3), suppose that oi,(~,)=cS,,(C,). Then 
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w,,(n,(t,))=w,(~,,(P,)); hence r~,(t(P,))=rr,,(t(@~)) and t(&,)=~t(k~) for 
some y~rr,(I’,, E,). But O,(t(C,))=~,,(t(P,))=y~,(t(t,)), so that y= 1 
(the nelitral element of G) and t(k,) = t(Pz). Condition (PLG4) is obvious. 
Since e ich rc,, is a covering map of finite graphs, the condition (C-l ) is 
immedi te. To see that rt is a local isometry, suppose that i,,, = I;,rU, ti,,,l + , # 
r; ,,o+,forli=(li,,)and6=(i;,,)inlim ~,I.If~,,,,+,(~,,o+,)=~,~O+,(t:,,o+,),then 
li 11,) + I = I+,,,, + I for some ;‘; hence ti,$” = yt?,,,, and 7 = 1. But this is again a 
contradiction. In terms of the metric d,, this means that if d,(u, c) < 0, then 
d,,(x( li). rr( L;)) = d,,(ti, c^). On the other hand, if d&u, v) < 8, then one can 
find sorle Ii. fi such that d&n(i), r(6)) = dJzi, i;), whence (C-2). 
To see that (lim p,,, !ir~ E,,) is a-connected, it suflices to show that a 
general projectivelimit of graphs ( I’, E, d,) = b( I’,, E,) satisfying the 
conditions ( PLG 1 )-( PLG4) is o-connected provided that ( V,, E,) is con- 
nected its a CW-complex. For this, it is enough to prove that for 14 = (cl,,) 
and I’ = ( r,! ) with 14, = r , , there exist infinite paths c and c’ satisfying 
o(c) = 11, c.(d) = 1’ and lim dJc(j), c’(j)) = 0. 
i- I 
Let c, he an infinite path in (I’,, E,) with ~(~,)=u,=u,. In view of the 
conditic,n (PLGZ), one can find paths c and c’such that 6,,(c) = c,, 
P(C) = Cl, G,,(8) = c,, I = 11. The condition (PLG3) guarantees that 
lim d,,(c(.iL c’(j) I= 0. 
5. L-FUNCTIONS OF PRO-FINITE GRAPHS 
Let ( l’, E, d,) = (I~IJ I’,,, I& E,, do) be a pro-finite irreducible graph 
with r primitive parts, and let I be a Lipschitz continuous length function 
on E. It is assumed throughout this section that (V, E) is not a circuit 
graph. We set j 1’= SUP.,.~ ,, #r- -‘(.Y). As usual I%,,: (6 E) + ( V,l, E,,) 
denotes the canonical projection. The fundamental group of (I’, E) is 
defined to be the projective limit 
7c,( r: E)=h ?I,( v,,, E,). 
Let p: >!I( I’, E) + U(N) be a continuous homomorphism, and f.(s, p) be 
the L-fimction associated to p. The goal of this section is to prove 
Theorem D. 
It is r standard fact that p can be factored as 
7c,(K El- n,( I,‘,,,, E,,,) 2 U(N) 
for some: H,, 2 1. We may assume without loss of generality that n, = 1. For 
simplici y, we write p = p, (by abuse of notation). Let IL: ( V, E, do) + 
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(V, E, d,) be the normal covering map constructed in the end of the 
previous section. We denote by F, the flat vector bundle on V associated 
with the representation p of the covering transformation group 
G = TC,( V,, E,). Since we freely vary the parameter 8, we shall make use of 
the following notations in order to express explicitly the dependence on 8. 
Lip,( . ) = the Lipschitz constant with respect o d,, 
ll.l10 = 11.11 ,-norm with respect o d,. 
C,(E) = C’(E), 
B:(f) = {f’ E CA(E); IV -.fllH < E 1, and so on. 
It is a trivial matter to check that CA c CA. for 8 d 8’. Denote by T,,(p) the 
finite dimensional subspace of Ci(F,) consisting of functions of the form 
g&,, where b,,: ( 6’. B) + ( p,,, E,,) denotes the projection, and g are @“- 
valued functions on e,, satisfying g(7.y) = p(y) g(s) for 1’~ G and .YE en. 
One checks without difficulty that L,- ,j,(go$,,) = (L,-g) j&,, for every 
functionfon E,,, so that L, ,;,,.l, (T,,(p)) c T,,(p). In fact this comes from the 
condition (PLGZ). Given a function .f~ CA(E), we define a function .f, on 
E,, by setting 
f,(e)= sup Ref(e)+ \I’- 1 sup Imf(e). 
&le I = e 13,lCl = P 
We similarly define g,* for a function ge Cd(V). 
We have the following useful lemma, which is easy to show. 
LEMMA 5-1. ( 1) lI,f,, -&,, -fll % d Lip,(f) 8”. 
(2) Lipo~(f,,~~~,,-.f) 6 2 Lip,(f’)(tI/@)“, 0 < 8 < 0’ < 1. 
The same estimates hold for g E C’h( V). 
LEMMA 5-2. For a positive valued,f E C$ E), 
w,here J.(f) is the maximum positive eigenvalue of L,.. 
Proof: It follows from Lemma 2-2 that the right hand side is finite. The 
above lemma, Lemma 3-2 and Theorem 3-8 guarantee that 
,,llfn, w j G,,) = 4.f ). (5-l) 
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On the other hand, due to Lemma 3-9(ii), we have 
;l(.f,, 0 6,,) = n(f;,) = lim { tr Lx) ‘lrn 
,?I - % 
(cf. the argument in Section I), where, in the summation, c runs over close 
paths in ( V,,, E,,) with Ic( = m. But the last quantity equals 
where, ir this turn, c runs over closed paths in ( V, E) with (c( =nz. Hence it 
suffices .o show that 
Note th.it 
“f,,(~,,(c)),lf(c)= 
( 
1+““,(,));“‘1’) x . . . 
el 
x , +.fAC,(e,,,)) -f(e,) 
( .f(e,,) > 
< , + \iP,(f) ,,, m 
\ 
( ) Nf) , ’ 
where c = (e, ,..., e, ). Hence 
This corrpletes the proof. 
Thou$,h our concern is the analyticity of the L-function L(s, p), we shall 
briefly tteat the general function L(J p) defined for f~ C;(E): 
L(f,p)=exp f !- C ( trp((c))f(c) . ,,1 = Im L cccp;q:‘, yt$ > 
We call L(j; p) the L-function on CA(E) associated with the representation 
p. Appal.ently L(s, p) = L(e+‘, p) (see Section 1). We are interested in the 
meromo-phic domain of L(.f, p). For this we set 
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Lemma 5-2 implies that L(f, p) converges and is analytic for f~ Ue. If we 
let h be a positive number such that A(e-“‘) = 1 (which is uniquely deter- 
mined in view of Lemma 3-9 or Lemma 3-10, we then observe 
e -s’E u, ++Res>h 
e -.‘lE l?u, ++Res=h 
so that L(s, p) is holomorphic in Re s > h. 
LEMMA 5-3. ff f E C?U, is regular trith respect to p, then L( ‘, p ) is 
ana!)stic and non-zero in a neighborhood of$ In particular, this is the case if 
p is irreducible and dim p > 2. 
Proof: From the assumption, there exists fl such that r( L,:,) < j < 1, 
where r( L,:,) denotes the spectral radius of the operator L,:,. Choose 8’ > 8 
and set 
a= -.I‘.‘log/?. 
Since the function ,f’ H r( Lt-..k, ) is upper semicontinuous and 
IIf:, ~‘G,, -fllo G w’ll,(w9’)” + 1I.f’ -.f II t)‘, 
there exists a positve E < minlfl and an integer n, such that r(L,; ,G,8~l,) < b 
and l.(lf’l)<d~~” forf’EB,H(f) and nan,. 
We set n(m)= [ma]- 1, and take M, so that n(m,)an,. If we put 
R’ = (mini-f’1 ) -’ Ilf’llH, then we have, for every closed path c in ( V, E) with 
ICI = 177. 
If’(c)-.f;,~&(c)I <If’(c)l m{l +R’fl”)-“zR’~‘. 
When f’ E B:(f), 
R’G (Ilfllo + ENmin Ifl - &)F’ 
and 
iz-d 
Lm 
,X trP((c)){f“(c)-f;,,,,,,;~,~,,,(c)} 
m- x m L+. =n, 
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This im Jlies that the sum 
convergl:s absolutely and uniformly on B:(f). 
On the other hand, if m is sufficiently large, then for everyf’ E B:(f), we 
have 
;1;,x 
Lm 
trP((c)).f:,,.,,j~,,,,,,(c) 
<,. ,c I= ,?1. 
= L tr (L,A,pzr,,)“’ 
I ,,l 
rn 
6 B( # i C,‘,,,,,,)))’ “ N ““’ 
< /I- , “I,,,, I, ,P, # ( v, ) 1 “‘NI ,?1 (see (2-l )) 
~B-l’l#(V,)‘n’N”P’<S’< 1, 
hence the sum IX,:=,,,, (l/m) Cl,,=,,, trd(c)) fL,,,,,l~&,,,Jc) onverges 
absolutely and uniformly on B:(f). This completes the proof. 
We nl)w focus our attention on the case of irregular function f’~dU, 
with resl’ect to a character x. We first show 
LEMM,\ 5-4. [f ,f E CU,, is irregular ulith respect to ;c, then L( ., 1) has 
rueror?lorphic estension to a neighborhood qf.fI 
Proof: Assume that ,f is an a-function with respect to x. Consider the 
correspondence 
f” ++ g’ =.f’Ifl/f 
By Proposition 4-3, we find L(J”, 1) = L(e\ ‘“g’, I ). This implies that the 
assertior reduces to the analyticity of L(ex -“‘f’, II ) with respect to f“ E 
B,(f), wheref is a positive function with i(f) = 1. By analyticity of pertur- 
bed sinlple eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors, one can lind 
holomorphic functions Ai defined on B,(f) satisfying 
1,i.f) = exp( 2n V: - 1 jj~ ), 
L,,l4,if“) = Qf’) gf“,, 
j = o,..., 1’ - 1) 
where u,(f’)~ C,!,( V) depends continuously on f’ and Ijuj(f’)lls = 1. One 
may asslIme that /I < Ii,( < 2 and the rest of the spectrum of L.,-. is con- 
tained in a disc of radius less than /? for some positive b < 1. Furthermore, 
taking s lficiently small E, we may assume E.( If’1 ) < V’,’ and IluJf’) - 
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~,(f)ll~ < 4 min lu,(f)l 6 f, where c( = -% 1* -’ log /3. Define functions uj,(f’) 
and v,$f’) E f,(I ) by 
u!(f’) = &(u,(f’N,, 0 b,, - A;(f’) Ui(f’),, 2 Gil, 
l~:,(f’)=~i(f’)--‘L,-~(u;(f’)),,-,~,, 
( = u,(Y),, 0 G,, - qf’ 1~ ‘4J.f’ 1). 
Then we have 
and 
minla$f’)l 2 minI~i(.f“)l - I&(.f’)l IIu,!Jf”)ll r 
b $ min lu,(f)l - 4. I ‘( llfll I, + E + 1 1 0”. 
Hence there is a positive integer n, such that min I~:,(.f”)i > $ min lu,(f‘)l for 
all n3n,, and 
Il~4,,(f’L, c~~xf’,)r’ - 1 II % 
d 41J.i(f’)l ’ ll~4Xf’)ll x (min lui(f)l 1 ’ 
d a”, 
Lip,,, (u,(.r“),, - q5.f’) 1 
(5-Z) 
d Lh,{u;(f’),, - uj(f’)) + IW’)lp’ Lip,~{&~y,(f’) - L,;,z4j(f’),,) 
d C( e/o’)” (5.3) 
for some positive constant C. We now define f;,: E -+ C by 
From definition of u,(f’), and t$(f’), the function ,f:, has the form gi,: 6,j 
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for son e function g;, on E,,. Combining (5-2) with Lemma 5-1, we easily 
have 
for some C’ > 0. 
Since we have 
=q;,L$(f” ) = q.f“ ) c,:(.f’ 1. 
it follo\/s that there exists an integer n, such that Aj(f;l) = Ai for f’~ 
B, ?(.f) and n>n,. 
We s:t n(m)= [nzu.] - 1, and choose m, so that n(m,)>n,. Employing 
the sane argument as in Lemma 5-3, we deduce that 
lim -! - c 
,,,‘I 172 ,(,-,), 
If’(c) -.f:, ,m, (c)i ’ m 
where t!” = C’imin If’l. Hence the sum 
converges absolutely and uniformly for f' E B$(f). On the other hand, we 
observe that 
This leads us to the conclusion that 
converglzs absolutely and uniformly on Bz(f ). This, in conjunction with the 
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above argument, shows that, for every f’~ BfJf) with Ai # e-vJXU, 
j=o,..., 1’- 1, 
where the summations in the exponential function converge absolutely and 
uniformly in a neighborhood of,f: This completes the proof. 
Summarizng, we obtain 
THEOREM 5-5. The L-function L(f, p) is holomorphic in Ue = (f e CA(E); 
If > 0, 4lfl) < 11 an meromorphically continued to an open domain con- d 
taining ?U, = .( f; I.fl > 0, A( IfI ) = 1 }, on lchich L(& p) does not have zero. I” 
p is irreducible and dim p > 2, (hen L(f, p) is holomorphic on dUO. For a 
character x, .f E SU,, is a pole of L(f, x) if and only iff is a O-function with 
respect to x, that is, 1 is an eigenvalue qf L,.,. This being the case, x must 
.~atiJfjq the relation 
x((c>)=lf(c)l/f(ch for any closed path c, 
and L( f ', x) = L( f'I.fl/f, II ) for f' around f: Moreover, the function f’ H 
( 1 - A(f'( Ifl/f )) L(,f’, x) is hofomorphic aroundf. 
Theorem D is an immediate consequence of this theorem and Lemma 
3-l 1. 
6. L-FUNCTIONS OF ANOSOV FLOWS 
This section is devoted to showing Theorems A and B. 
Let X be a Riemannian manifold. A smooth flow 4, on X is called of 
Anosov type if the following condition holds: There exists a $,-invariant 
splitting of the tangent bundle of X 
TX=ETQES@EU, 
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where A? is the line bundle tangent to the orbits of the flow and E” and E” 
are exy onentially contracting and expanding respectively; for some con- 
stants (- > 0, A > 0 
The bllowing proposition is a generalization of Bowen’s result [Z], 
which gives a relation between the L-function of an Anosov flow and those 
of certain topological graphs attached to the flow. 
PROP1 BITION 6- 1. There is u farnil], ?f irreducible pro-jinite graphs 
(V,, E,, cl,) with Lipschitr continuous length functions I,’ ) a = 0, l,..., p, and 
continue us homomorphisms cp,, : II, (V,, , E,) + x1(X) such that for any unitary, 
represer; tation p of 71, (X) 
L(s,p)=L(s,p cp”) fi L(s,p-cpJ~““‘C” 
u=l 
and thal the topological entrop)s h of 4, equals h, and h, < h, for a > 0, inhere 
q(a) art integers associated to the graphs (V,, E,,) and h, are positive num- 
bers derermined bj, the equation I(exp( -h,,I,’ )) = I. In particular, the L- 
function L(s, p) has a nolrhere vanishing meromorphic extension to an open 
neighbol#tood of Re s > k. 
Prooj Let C; be a Markov family for the flow (X, q5,), which is, 
roughly speaking, a finite family of disjoint local cross sections to the flow 
4,. If o;le defines Eoc I’0 x V0 to be the set of all (11, )v) such that some 
“interior,” point in cl goes firstly into II’ along 4, (see [2] for precise 
definiticns), then from recurrence property, it follows that the oriented 
finite graph (I’,,, E,) is irreducible. By a fundamental theorem established 
by Bowl:n, one can find a positive valued d,-Lipschitz continuous function 
lo on .?( k;, E,) and a continuous finite to one surjective map T: 
Z( V,, E,, I,,) -+ X such that 
(1) -~(&)r=d,-L 
(2) s({,O)e<’ for all <EZ( Vo, E,), 
(3) the topological entropy h of (X, 4,) coincides with that of the sus- 
pension flow E.( Vo, Eo, I,), o(l,),). We refer to the suspension 
Ei~o, 50, IO), CJ(/,),) as the principal suspension. 
We r[eed to introduce several auxiliary suspensions (x( V,,, E,,, I,), 
a(/,,),), I = l,..., p, to cancel out overcounting of closed orbits. They are 
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related to the principal suspension in the following manner: There exist 
maps rrti: V,, + V, (caurion: they are not morphisms of graphs) and 17,: 
Z( I’,,, E,) -+ C( VO, E,) such that 
(a) f7,(i)” = nu(Co). 
(b) for some positive integer k = k(i). 
k-l 
Io(H,,(i)) = c Ua’i), 
j=O 
(c ) if we define a continuous map rU : Z( V,, E,, I,) + X by T,([, t) = 
dn,(;), t), then T,, z o((,), = 4, ‘Ta. 
(d) the topological entropy of (L( V,,, E,, I,), o(l,),) is strictly less 
than k. 
A counting lemma due to Manning and Bowen says that 
1 if 111 = 1 
= 
0 otherwise, 
where. for example, P(rr(l,),, m, X) is the set of all a(/,),-closed orbits con- 
taining some points of T;'(S) whose period is m x (the period of x), and 
q(a) are appropriate integers. 
For a closed path c = (Pi,.... u,,) in (C’,, E,), we define r(c)~Z( V,, E,) 
by t(c)‘= tjk, where i-k mod nz. Then (t(c), O)EZ( V,, E,, I,) is a periodic 
point of a(/,),. We then set 
p(c)= {(i’(c), ~))O<r$r,p,q), 
,,1 I 
dP(C)) = c L(fJ’5(c)), 
I=0 
@c,(C) = T,(P(C)). 
@, is a map of the set of closed paths in ( V,, E,) into the set of closed cur- 
ves (in fact multiples of closed orbits) in X. We require the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 6-2. There exists an embedding I,: I( V,, E,)I + X such that for 
any closed path c in ( V,, E,), I,(C) is free homotopic to Q,(c). 
Proqf: Select a point X(U) E rr,(o) for each u E V, (for case a = 0, we take 
S(P) in V,). We may suppose that the distance between x(L~) and X( ~1) is 
short whenever (D, NV) EE, (if necessary, we choose a Markov family with 
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sufficietttly small size), so that one can join them by a unique minimal 
geodesi :, say ~JD, ~9). Define a continuous map r,,: ( V,, E,) + X by 
I,(C) = x(c), I,,( I’, IV) = y,( I’, w). 
In the I:ase a=O, it is easy to see that to(c) and QO(c) are free homotopic 
for every closed path c = (I’“,..., cl,,,) in (V,, E,) since x(0,) and T(o’~(c), 0) 
are contained in the same ~1,. We now let a> 1, and let c= (Us,..., u,,,) be a 
closed path in ( Y,,, E,,). We denote by c,, = (M.~ ,..., IV,,) a closed path in 
(I:,, E,) which is uniquely determined by the relations Z7,(5(c))= &c,) 
and Q0 c,) = Q,(c). In view of the properties (b) and (c), yO( II’,, ici+ ,) and 
the geodesic chain ;‘,,( LI;,, c,, + , ) ~,(LT,, + , , L!+ + J . . y,( ui,+, , , L’,,+ ,) are con- 
tained in a contractible ball, where i, is inductively defined by 
i,, = 0, i,=i, + ... +i ,-I +ha II+ ... +I,- 1<(c)), 
hence I ,(c) and I~(L.,) are free homotopic. Since Q,(c) = aO(c,), we con- 
clude that I,(C) is free homotopic to Q,,(c), as required. 
We cetine a homomorphism cpU to be the composition 
Note that there are the following natural correspondences: 
(closedpathscinZ+(V,,E,)withIcl=mf 
1 {closed paths c in (G’,, E,) with ICI =m) 
‘- (<E.Z(V,, E,);o”‘(=<)- 
1 {(t, 0) EZ( b’;,, E,, L); dL),,,(;‘, 0) = (t, O)), 
where t <) = XY,’ /,(a’<). If p is a a(/,),-closed orbit such that t,(p) is an 
rtr-multiple of a b,-closed orbit q then cp,,( (p)) = (9”‘) as conjugacy classes 
in rr, (A’) in view of Lemma 6-2. Therefore 
c trp-cP&(P))+ 1 (-l)“‘“‘tr~~c~,(<~)) 
YC PlUll,)l,.Ill.\., P E P(u(l,,I,J?t. T) 
=i 
tr d(q)) if m= 1 
1 0 otherwise. 
Hence. f one sets 
(Vu, E,,) = z( va. EC,), 
/,’ = a function on Z’( V,, E,) cohomologous to I,, 
this leac s us to the conclusion of Proposition 6-1. 
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Theorem A is a consequence of this proposition and Theorem D. The 
assertion of Theorem B comes from the observation that if a representation 
p: G + U(N) is irreducible, then the composition n,(Z+( V,, E,)) 2 
rc,(X) s G 5 U(N) is also irreducible, since cp ‘2 cpO is surjective from the 
assumption. 
Remark I. Suppose that the image of a representation p: Z,(X) -+ U(N), 
say G, is of finite order. Let ($4,) + (X, 4,) be a finite cover 
corresponding to Ker p. The lifting ( 6’,,, E,) of a Markov family (I’,, E,) 
to J? is a Markov family of (2, 4f)r so that we have a normal covering map: 
I( vO’,, &)I -+ I( V,,, &,)I of connected CW-complexes whose covering trans- 
formation group is G. Thus we have a surjective homomorphism 
n,( VO, E,) --+ G which is factorized as 
n,( vo, Eo) - G 
Remark 2. As a generalization of Selberg zeta functions, R. Gangolli 
[7] introduced a zeta function associated to a geodesic flow on a compact 
locally symmetric space with negative curvature, which has the form 
Zb, p)=n fi det(l-d(p)) 
p k I...., k,-,=O 
xev-b+k,r,+ . ..k.,~,r,,~,)I(p))), 
where n denotes the dimension of the symmetric space and rf are the 
positive egenvalues of the curvature operator: u + R(u, [I) u, u being a unit 
tangent vector. He in fact showed that all the results established by Selberg 
for the surface case are generalized to higher dimensional spaces. A relation 
between the Gangolli’s zeta function and our L-function is 
~~~ p)=n;z(~+i,P)ni,,i~,i,Z(s+r,,+r;?+ri,,P)... 7 
‘ls3 P) KIi, 4 ‘2 Zb + rr, + ri,, p). .. 
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Now added in proof: The first author [IS] recently showed that closed orbits of a trans- 
itive Anosov flow generate the fundamental group of the base manifold. Hence in Theorem B 
we may only assume cp: n,(X) + G is surjective. 
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